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3 of 3 review helpful A remarkable and fascinating reinvention of a classic By Glenn J Shea We return to Birbhum 
which in the nineteenth century saw the birth of the protean figure of modern Indian literature Rabindranath Tagore 
poet playwright songwriter folklorist educational reformer Nobel laureate In 1912 in his fifties and with a large body 
of Bengali language poetry behind him Tagore translated a book of I have carried the manuscript of these translations 
about with me for days reading it in railway trains or on the top of omnibuses and in restaurants and I have often had 
to close it lest some stranger would see how much it moved me These lyrics which are in the original full of subtlety 
of rhythm of untranslatable delicacies of colour of metrical invention display in their thought a world I have dreamed 
of all my live long The work of a supreme culture they yet I would read Gitanjali as I would read the Bible for comfort 
and for strength Paul Nash W B Yeats September 1912The translations were undertaken prior to a visit to England in 
1912 where the poems were extremely well received A slender 
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